
The world was flat, 
now it’s round, 
later it will be a hologram.
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Measurement is human, proportion is divine.  It comes from God to man, and it goes from him to the 
work of art, and from the work of art it returns to God through the hearts of men.    
          Daniel Ruzo

In the Divine Matrix, we are the container within which all things exist, the bridge between the 
creations of our inner and outer worlds, and the mirror that shows us what we have created.  

Max Planck 

 



1. 
We travel to the land of photography, just as in the 1959 cartoon where Donald Duck travels to mathemagicland, to the country of 
numbers... numbers that are there, behind everything he touches, smells, sees or listens to; or so says the omniscient narrator who 

Photo graphy, the writing of light... is this a 
writing that needs to actually take place, leave a mark somewhere in a two dimensional world, other than the nano scar on the retina, other 

becomes currency, so to speak; before the illusion is created which takes us to an alter
springing from within the bowel of reality and purporting to be in the outskirts of the place it portrays when in reality it is in the thick of 

Photography may also be tackled, precisely as the supernatural of the natural, always already at play before we can catch it, the very 

What will be calls us to think, or precisely that which we call thinking (the 

stones) - Was heist Denken).

overexposed; bodies, celestial and earthly will speak together in a magnificent spiral, long associated with serpents, genetics and the 

The image will only come at the time of resurrection – 

in-between of the words 
watching and seeing seer, a claire voyant, watches the image 
and doesn't miss the reflection, there to be seen; that is indeed a perfect definition for clairvoyance
Delfos we would say that she sees the entrails of the bird at the same time as she sees the image that her mind creates out of it, she sees the 

superimposed images that she saw, they are accessible to her conscience, though they can't be translated onto a language that would assume 
Every 

image holds our destiny

of the image; or to attain one's own body gnosticism or awareness, but in 

apparatus of the media the matrix concept at heart, is all we need 

photo 
graphy

the third place, the place where the ray of the first and the second torch lights touch, the tip of the triangle, this is where the hologram that 
we call reality

that makes a diagrammatic example out of this later.



and/or

per se

Correspondences

data - no data -
world 

projectors Alice in Wonderland
understood



2.
The Fantastic History of a Discovery: The Stone Temples 

of a Vanished People

with a camera, it is a real photo graphic

the camera; it is an adventure, in the photo graphic plateau

it is already photo graphic... it only needs the human eye (I) as a fulcrum, and then the magic of figuration is turned on, it needs the first 

humans) of a 4th humanity

the form that is suggested, waiting to be; be

is that the game of these live stone photo graphs (they are live 

in synch 

the other Science, the one our culture is firmly set on. 

plateau that we call life.

shadow, with the first morning light, in such a way that it traveled along a line of monuments, from the beginning to the end of June to 

raised fist, challenging whomever.



3.
of erosion – that relentless habit of time – and there will be no more to be said about the argument, but that it is sheer nonsense and madness. 

could imagine, or see our photographic machine, and proceed to cater a game of subtle finesse for this mechanics of the future.

4.
- The ground for the photograph is the stone itself, there is no instant of imprinting, but the stones are photographic before they are 
photographed, that is the point.
- Why photographs? Why not another means of representation?
- Because they depend on light to be graphos. They are not anything in themselves, they only are in their relationship with light.
-I had had made a comparison with cinema before, each stone is like a film still.
- So what takes you to the still image now?
- Before the light passes through it, or falls upon it, it doesn't exist. This is true for everything, but these sculptures are the very metaphors 
of that paradoxical truth, which is at the same time cinematic, photographic and spiritual, and the very same address to metaphysics that 
many great Western thinkers touched upon in the 20th Century (echoing many non-western thinkers who had articulated it before).
- Their surface, that is, their mode of representation is their deepest message.... which in truth is ¨presentation¨ because it is irrepeatable, 
as is any instant in cinema... a movement which only takes place in the forehead of the observer and not somewhere else that we could go 
back and contemplate. It doesn't matter that the figuration shows a lion, a hippopotamus or a dog, it is the fact that they are showing 

poetry is non existent: it is silence, or nighttime that plays itself out in the present tense of dusk and turns itself off until dawn, which is the 
moment of the next reading, the moment of a subject who looks. Man is the secret and the key to everything.
- And each reading is a different present tense (of the subject who looks)
- Creation is for man, creation is from man, each image that is discovered by his eyes is an image that is created by and for his eyes.
- Marcahuasi is the metaphor that speaks to the mystery: we are the creators of what we see.

which makes us see the whole as fragmented... and then there is "total" light which isn't a fragment of anything.

perfect, rounded, impeccable, full of contingent details, of how it DID take place, without a doubt for the believer and full of doubt for the 

future. The constant factor will be the doubt of the doubter, which creates a world of doubt, and the affirmation of the believer which 
creates, over and over, a world that he can believe in.

5.
a new light on the monoliths of Marcahuasi. 


